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Nashville's entrepreneurial, health care and start-up scene is booming. With resources like the Nashville Entrepreneur Center, Wond'ry and WeWork, Nashville entrepreneurs have a wealth of help at their fingertips. As such, entrepreneurs also look to business loans for capital to launch their new business or organization.
There are multiple types of business loans available in Music City. Some of the most common are: Term loans: Entrepreneurs receive a lump sum upfront and repayment of the loan with interest over an agreed period of time. Business lines of credit: A business owner has access to funds to a specific credit limit and only
pays interest on the money withdrawn. Equipment loans: This loan is ideal if your business needs special equipment. The loan terms are linked to the life of the equipment, and the equipment purchased serves as collateral. Merchant cash advances: Similar to a term loan, merchant cash advances allow entrepreneurs to
receive cash upfront. However, payments are made by withholding a percentage of credit/debit card sales per day or fixed daily/weekly bank account withdrawals. When applying for some loans in Nashville, it is possible that your bank will set up a meeting to discuss the loan before approval. To ensure that you are
prepared for your meeting, bring: Accurate, up-to-date financial statements Financial forecasts A business plan or explanation for the loan needs and objectives A list of assets that may serve as collateral (equipment, inventory, cash deposits, etc.) Proof of business license After speaking to you and reviewing these
documents, the lender will decide whether you are a qualified candidate for a loan in the amount you apply for. Before you agree to a business loan, make sure you clearly understand the repayment terms and that you write them. The common repayment conditions include fixed payments with interest over a certain
period of time. However, this schedule may vary depending on the type of business loan you secure. If you have bad credit, lenders in Nashville may need additional collateral to reduce their risk, or they may offer a business loan with higher interest rates. Read the description of the free stuff. There may be pictures of the
free stuff as well. If you want to get the Craigslist stuff for free, you should contact the person who gives it away. They may want you to call or email, so follow the directions they want you to do. If the description doesn't tell you how to contact the person who gives away the free stuff, click the email address at the top of
the page to email it. Go to the main contentGagine's Captain D's, with fantastic fish dishes and inventive chicken rolls plus some delicious sides. Now add beer and frozen cocktails plus a hopping patio to enjoy, which is a perfect combination for the Nashville heat and humidity. Thank God you don't have to imagine this
nirvana. The It at The Hook. It's mid-afternoon on a Saturday, and Broadway is brimming with frenetic energy. Girls dressed in matching tees chatter under neon signs in the form of guitars, attracted to sound of live music coming from bar after bar. While this is a normal weekend in Nashville, one of the most popular stag
party destinations in the US, it's just a small slice of Music City - and if your vision of this Tennessee gem is limited to cowboy boots, whiskey and country music, you're in for a surprise. While the party scene garners a lot of attention (and for good reason), another side of Nashville is quietly taking shape as of late. It turns
out that creatives and entrepreneurs are moving to the city en masse. During the day, cafes act as common workplaces for ambitious thirtysomethings, attracted to the city thanks to developments such as the Nashville Entrepreneur Center, a Google-backed company. At night, a series of exciting new restaurants such as
Little Octopus and Henrietta Red come to life. You don't have to consider moving to Nashville to experience it as a local, though. At the heart of the city's new openings is Bobby Hotel, a boutique hot spot with character in spades. With Bobby as home base, here are some of the gems we discovered over three days in
Nashville. Skip Broadway - these are the places to eat, sleep and drink to see Music City in a whole new light. Bobby Hotel For the purpose of this guide, we assume you're familiar with the usual Nashville recommendations. If you've been before, you've probably already listened to live country music at Grand Ole Opry,
cut wings in Bolton's Spicy Chicken and Fish in Bourdain and paid tribute to the legends in the Country Music Hall of Fame. If this is your first time, pop in some of the popular outings; then pepper your route with these stops for a fully rounded experience. Bobby Hotel Nashville may not be the first city to stand up for
emerging boutique hotels, but a series of long-awaited openings creates a palpable buzz downtown. Bobby Hotel, a 144-room hotel in the Arts District, manages to capture the soul and character of Music City while serving as a quiet escape from the hustle and bustle of Broadway, which is just a few blocks away. Unlike
its state-of-the-art neighbors, the hotel is designed in response to its surroundings: The mini-bar is carefully curated with locally made treats, floor-to-ceiling windows overlooking the skyline, and leather banquettes referring to the city's country music heritage. It also features the largest room layouts in the area, complete
with enviable bathrooms with black herringbone tiles, a marble rainforest shower, and frosted glass walls. Drop your bags here; Then go exploring. Drop a Pin: 230 Avenue, Nashville Crema If there's one thing we're investigating before we get to a new city, it's where you get the best coffee. After you check into your
hotel, make a beeline to Crema, an award-winning award-winning coffee house and burner that serves some of the best blends in town. Get a packet of the Paloma Espresso Blend to upgrade your morning cup of joe at home. Drop a Pin: 15 Heritage Avenue, Nashville @sophiemiura Think beyond cowboy boots and
shot glasses - head to Hatch Show Print for an authentic Nashville souvenir. The family-owned letterpress dates back to 1879 and was responsible for printing iconic music posters for artists such as Cab Calloway and Louis Armstrong. Today you wander through the gallery, tour the legendary printing press, and shop his
colorful block-letter posters in the store. Drop a Pin: 224 Fifth Avenue, South Nashville Pinewood Social There's no shortage of activities that involve drinking in Nashville, and sometimes you just need a break. Stop at Pinewood Social, a restaurant and bowling alley in a converted Civil War trolley. Snack on a cereal bowl
and take a rest from sightseeing in one of the upholstered cabins; Then come a few rounds with friends. There's also an outdoor pool, an airstream bar and a bocceball area, so take time to explore the whole space. @sophiemiura You'd be remiss to visit Nashville and ignore the roots of the city's country music. If you're
looking for activities outside the main sites - the Country Music Hall of Fame, Ryman Auditorium and RCA Studio B - go shopping instead. Carter Vintage Guitars has a large collection of electric and acoustic guitars, basses, mandolins and banjos, as well as celebrity-owned instruments. Corner Music is another
legendary music store that has been serving musicians for over 30 years. Drop a Pin: Carter Vintage Guitars, 625 Eighth Avenue, South Nashville; Corner Music, 2705 12th Avenue, South Nashville Bobby Hotel It doesn't get any more convenient than this: Go back to Bobby Hotel and head to the Rooftop Lounge for a
sunset cocktail. The newly opened space is home to a 1956 Greyhound bus equipped with chairs and loudspeakers so guests can enjoy the view of Nashville's Fourth Avenue from the bus window with a drink in hand. There is also a plunge pool and an extensive whisky menu. Maybe you don't want to leave. Drop a Pin:
230 Fourth Avenue, Nashville Urban Cowboy Many like East Nashville with Williamsburg, Brooklyn: It has a very different energy than the rest of the city, attracts young creatives and has a lot of happy bars and restaurants. There's certainly no shortage of great places to eat and drink, but if you only go to the area for a
few hours, stop at Public House. Urban Cowboy's rustic bar and kitchen serves excellent craft cocktails and wood-fired appetizers in a cool barn and terrace. Drop a Pin: 1603 Woodland Street, East Nashville Little Octopus You don't help but feel happy as you walk into Little Octopus, a pop-up turned permanent
restaurant in Gulch. Los Angeles firm Design Bitches has made it an Instagrammer's dream: Photo pink sherbet-colored booths, blush marble tables, curved brushed brass lights, lights, blonde wooden chairs. Fortunately, the menu is just as good as the interior. Chef Daniel Herget's menu includes dishes from Spain,
Portugal, India and Lebanon, to name but a few. Do not skip the ceviche sampler or cornbread, they are striking. Drop a Pin: 505 12th Avenue, South Nashville This trip was organized by Bobby Hotel. The opinions of the editors are her own. Own.
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